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A#$%&'(%—!e e$%&ined the effects of 0oth intrinsic

neuron%l &e&0r%ne properties %nd net5or6 p%r%&eters
on oscill%tory %cti8ity in % &odel of the neocorte$9 :
sc%l%0le net5or6 &odel 5ith si$ different cell types 5%s
0uilt 5ith the p;<=<>?> neur%l si&ul%tor9 The
neocortic%l net5or6 consisted of t5o types of pyr%&id%l
cells %nd four types of inhi0itory interneurons9 :ll cell
types cont%ined 0oth f%st sodiu& %nd del%yed rectifier
pot%ssiu& ch%nnels for gener%tion of %ction potenti%ls9
: su0set of the pyr%&id%l neurons cont%ined %n
%ddition%l slo5-in%cti8%ting CpersistentD sodiu& current
C=%PD9 The neurons 5ith the =%P current sho5ed
spont%neous 0ursting %cti8ity in the %0sence of e$tern%l
sti&ul%tion9 The &odel %lso included % routine to
c%lcul%te % si&ul%ted electroenceph%logr%& tr%ce fro&
the popul%tion %cti8ity9 This re8e%led e&ergent net5or6
0eh%8iorF 5hich r%nged fro& desynchroniGed %cti8ity to
different types of seiGureli6e 0ursting p%tterns9 :t
settings 5ith 5e%6er e$cit%tory net5or6 effectsF the
propensity to gener%te seiGureli6e 0eh%8ior incre%sed9
>trong e$cit%tory net5or6 connecti8ity destroyed
oscill%tory 0eh%8iorF 5here%s 5e%6 connecti8ity
enh%nced the rel%ti8e i&port%nce of the spont%neously
0ursting cells9 Hur findings contr%dict the gener%l
opinion th%t strong e$cit%tory syn%ptic or insufficient
inhi0ition effects %re %ssoci%ted 5ith seiGure initi%tionF
0ut our results %gree 5ith pre8iously reported 0eh%8ior
in the neocorte$9
K*+,-&.$—<pilepsyF neocorte$F neur%l &odeling

recordings, the frequency components can range from near
DC up to about 0.5 kHz. In terms of power contributions,
the lower frequencies (0!15 Hz) typically dominate the EEG
spectrum. At the cellular level, voltage-gated sodium and
potassium currents are responsible for the fast component of
membrane voltage fluctuations, the action potentials. The
slower component of cell membrane potential fluctuation
may arise from ion currents such as those associated with
persistent sodium channels, different types of calcium
channels, and slowly activating potassium channels [1]![7].
At the network level, the balance between global excitation
and inhibition determines the overall behavior of the cell
population (see, e.g., [8]). In many seizure types, the EEG
shows rhythmic bursting patterns that, because of the spatial
summation of cellular activity under the electrode,
necessarily imply some degree of synchrony in the
underlying neural activity. Although this type of activity is
one of the hallmarks of epilepsy, the occurrence of
oscillatory components and synchrony in brain electrical
activity is not restricted to epilepsy. Therefore it is critical to
investigate neuronal bursting patterns in order to distinguish
between normal and pathological oscillations.
In the present study we used a realistic model of the
neocortex to evaluate the interplay between intrinsic and
network parameters in the generation of slow oscillatory
behavior frequently seen in EEGs associated with seizures.
The network was built in a scalable fashion to allow for
validation at cellular and different network scales. The
results in this paper were obtained from medium-scale
networks. A companion paper [9] details the efficiency with
which larger networks based on this model can be
implemented on parallel computing clusters.

I. INTRODUCTION

II. METHODOLOGY

Surface recordings of brain electrical activity
typically show oscillatory behavior, both during
physiological states such as sleep and in pathological states
such as epileptic seizures. When relating cellular behavior
to a macromeasurement device such as the
electroencephalogram (EEG), the scale associated with
events at a single EEG electrode is astronomical: the number
of neurons in the neocortex directly under an electrode
surface of 1 cm2 is estimated to be about 10,000,000.
Oscillations generated in the neocortical structure and
recorded at surface EEG electrodes can be attributed to
intrinsic (voltage-gated) membrane conductances and
behavior emerging from the network. In wide-band EEG

Neurons in the neocortex can be subdivided into
excitatory and inhibitory types showing both horizontal and
vertical organization [10]![12]. The majority of excitatory
cells are the pyramidal neurons concentrated in cortical
layers 2!3 and 5!6. The scalable model of the neocortex
used in this study, which includes ""pyramidal neurons and
four types of inhibitory interneurons, has been described in
detail in [8]. In short, the network consisted of 40e
superficial pyramidal cells, 40e deep pyramidal cells, and
""
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TABLE I
OfERfIEW OF CELL TYPES, COMPARTMENTS, AND ION
CHANNELS IN THE NEOCORTICAL MODEL.
Length and diameter of the cylindrical compartments in #m. For each
compartment the voltage-sensitive sodium channels (=%F =%PD, potassium
(M) channels, excitatory (<) channels, and inhibitory (?) synaptic channels
are shown in the last two columns. The persistent sodium (=%P) channel is
responsible for spontaneous bursting activity and is available only in the
superficial pyramidal cells. The percentage of cells including the NaP
channel is varied in different simulations. Inhibitory neurons are connected
through gap junctions (;N).
>OPPQ and ROPPQ are the superficial and deep pyramidal cells, B:>S-T
represent three types of basket cells, and IH:=R is the chandelier cell.
The abbreviations sdS-VF ddS-WF 0d, and is denote the superficial cell’s
dendrite, the deep cell’s dendrite, the basal dendrite, and the initial segment,
respectively. The dendritic compartment of inhibitory neurons is indicated
as d.

Cell - Compartment
>OPPQ X so&%
- sdS
- sdV
- 0d
- is

Size (#m)
22, 16.1
140, 2
190, 3.3
200, 2.4
15, 2.5

f-Channels Synapse
Na, Z, NaP
I
E
Na, Z
I

ROPPQ X so&%
- ddS
- ddV
- ddT
- ddW
- 0d
- is

22, 16.1
250, 2
400, 2.9
400, 4.4
400, 4.7
200, 6.3
15, 2.5

Na, Z
Na, Z

B:>S-T X so&%
- d
IH:=R X so&%
- d

I
E
I

5.5-22, 4-16.1 Na, Z
300-900, 2
5.5, 4
150, 2

E, I
GJ

Na, Z
-

E, I
GJ

cells, 40e deep pyramidal cells, and 20e interneurons. The
interneurons were equally divided into wide-, medium-, and
local-arbor basket cells and chandelier cells [13]. Each type
of inhibitory cell was interconnected with gap junctions at a
probability of 80e. The cells were represented by
multicompartmental models with voltage-sensitive and
synaptic ion channels (Table I). Diagrams of the excitatory
and inhibitory connections are shown in Fig. 1.
Each compartment was modeled as an electrical circuit
in which the membrane potential /, the membrane
capacitance C, and the currents of the individual ion species
I2 (including the voltage-gated, leakage and ligand sensitive
currents) were related to the intercompartmental current I by

C

./
% & I2 $ I
.%

.

(1)

Fig. 1. Diagrams of the synaptic connections.
(A) Excitatory synaptic contacts between the deep (D), superficial (S)
pyramidal cells, and the inhibitory cell types (I). Gap junctions (GJ).
(B) The inhibitory synapses between the basket cell types, B, the chandelier
cells, C, and the pyramidal neurons.

The current I2 of the 2th ion species is determined from its
conductance across the membrane G2 and its equilibrium
potential E2 by

I 2 $ G2 '/ ! E2 ( .

(2)

The value of G2 in (2) was voltage dependent for the fast
sodium, persistent sodium, and delayed rectifier potassium
currents. The persistent sodium channel NaP [14] was
implemented in a fraction of the superficial pyramidal cells
only. The synaptic conductances are ligand sensitive and
were modeled with a dual exponential function. The EEG
generated by the cell model was calculated as the weighted
sum of the extracellular currents [15]. To allow scalability
to network sizes of 105 neurons and above, we implemented
the neocortical model in the pGENESIS neurosimulator
[16]. Network parameter searches for medium-sized models
(160!640 cells) were performed on the Jazz 350-node
computing cluster at Argonne National Laboratory.
III. RESULTS
A. EEG '6. U6.*&8+96: C*88;8'& S+6(=&-6+
Simulations were routinely started with a 0.5 s current
injection of 1 nA in the somatic compartment of the
superficial pyramidal cell situated in the corner of the patch.
Two typical examples of the EEG generated by the model
are shown in the top traces of Fig. 2. These traces reveal
two distinct bursting patterns in association with the
underlying activity of superficial pyramidal cells shown in
the raster plot below. The top trace in Fig. 2A shows EEG
oscillations grouped in short bursts (SB), whereas Fig. 2B is
a repetitive (R) busting pattern. Although both types of
activity in Fig. 2 can be classified as bursting patterns, the
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in Fig. 3 areas, on the other hand, are associated with
jjabnormal”-looking behavior, some of which resembles
rhythmic bursting seen in seizure activity, $%'%;$ *?98*?%9(;$,
or EEG burst suppression. Since global synaptic strength
may vary over time in a functioning neural network, a route
to seizure onset can be postulated as a path through the
excitation-inhibition parameter space such as the one
indicated with the arrow in Fig. 3. It is interesting to note
that this path represents a reduction in excitatory synaptic
efficacy, whereas seizures are commonly thought to be
associated with high levels of synaptic excitation or low
levels of synaptic inhibition (l, Fig. 3). Although such a

Fig. 2. Examples of the relationship between the EEG (top traces) and the
activity patterns of the superficial pyramidal neurons (raster plots) in a 640cell model. A fraction of 20e of the superficial pyramidal neurons
contained NaP, a voltage-sensitive slowly inactivating sodium channel.
(A) shows slow bursting activity at a high level of synaptic excitation.
(B) shows repetitive discharges at a low level of synaptic excitation.

Gestalt of the two traces, as well as the underlying
distributions of cellular activity, is distinct. The SB pattern
(Fig. 2A) resembles EEG recordings from subjects, with
some synchrony between the firing patterns of the pyramidal
neurons. The R type behavior (Fig. 2B), however, is
qualitatively similar to EEG traces from patients with
neurological disorders and is associated with the highest
level of synchrony.
B. S+6'?%9( S%&*6:%= '6. I6%&96$9( P&-?*&%9*$
Network activity (represented by the EEG) for the
global synaptic excitation-inhibition parameter space was
explored for a model in which all superficial pyramidal cells
contain NaP conductances (Fig. 3A); the variety of EEG
patterns observed are shown in Fig. 3B. When synaptic
excitation was weak, the R type behavior described above
was observed. With increasing levels of excitation and
inhibition, the emerging activity of the network included fast
bursting and short bursts (FB and SB, respectively, in Fig.
3). Desynchronized activity (D) appeared at relatively high
levels of both excitation and inhibition. Networks similar to
those used in this study, but without NaP conductances, did
not display R or FB [8].
If. DISCUSSION
Our results demonstrate how neural networks may
generate behavior with varying degrees of population
synchrony and how this synchrony may be reflected in
global measurements like EEG. In some areas of the
excitation-inhibition parameter space (such as those
indicated with D and SB in Fig. 3) the network displays
EEG behavior that has a jjnormal” look. The S, FB, and R

Fig. 3. Activity patterns in a 640-cell model as a function of global strength of
excitatory and inhibitory connections. All superficial pyramidal cells include NaP
conductance. The plot in (A) shows the different areas in the excitation-inhibition
parameterspace; both axes are in arbitrary units (AU). (A) shows a potential path to
seizure onset (white arrow). The traces in (B) show associated EEG activity: D m
Desynchronized activity; SB m Short bursts; FB m Fast bursting activity; R m Repetitive
discharges; S - Saturated neuronal activity; l - M indicates the area of strong
excitatory and weak inhibitory coupling, commonly viewed as the area where seizures
could occur.
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hyperexcitatory state may be expected to produce short
bursting effects, as a result of sudden saturation of cellular
activity, the path indicated in Fig. 3 presents an alternative
or additional hypothesis for the mechanism of seizure onset.
Seizure activity associated with impaired synaptic
function has also been described in vivo, both in the
hippocampus and in the neocortex. Pumain et al. [17]
studied epileptic jjseizures in neocortex of a baboon and
reported that seizures were accompanied by abnormal large
decreases in concentration of extracellular calcium ions,
reaching values at which chemical synaptic transmission
was certainly very reduced or blocked.” These authors also
reported that low extracellular Cann concentration frequently
preceded seizure onset. This later observation is especially
important in light of a recent study in hippocampal
pyramidal neurons showing that reduced [Cann] not only
reduces synaptic transmission but also increases the effects
of NaP, that is, it strengthens cellular bursting and increases
the number of intrinsically bursting cells [18]. Such a state
of increased intrinsic bursting with low levels of synaptic
transmission creates a circumstance where our model
predicts epileptiform discharges associated with either
moderate or high levels of synchrony in the network. In
addition, recent observations show that riluzole reduces the
effects of NaP and can also stop rhythmic spontaneous
network bursting in mouse neocortical slices [19]. We note
that reduced [Cann] or increased bursting effects are only
examples of mechanisms that create a favorable
circumstance for seizurelike behavior in neural networks.
Multiple causes may have a similar effect on synaptic
transmission, and we certainly do not exclude other paths
that may lead to seizures. In our opinion, it would be
premature to draw firm conclusions, but our findings
provide circumstantial evidence to support our hypothesis.
f. CONCLUSION
We showed that spontaneously active neurons can drive
network oscillations. This effect occurs at low excitatory
synaptic strength, whereas strong excitatory synapses
destroy such rhythmic activity in the neuronal population.
These results indicate that dynamic changes in network
coupling strength involving a decrease in excitatory drive
may cause onset of seizurelike activity. This mechanism
can be considered the first hypothesis of seizure onset that
opposes the prevailing opinion that seizures are associated
with strong excitatory or weak inhibitory synaptic coupling
in the underlying neural network.
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